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For more information, visit 1Concier.com

Redefining 
Expectations

We are now 1Concier, formed from the merger 
of Riegel Linen, T-Y Group and Harbor Linen. 
Combined, we are the number one choice and 
One-Stop Shop for your linen and OS&E 
products. We deliver quality products, a wide 
selection and deep inventory, and value no one 
can match.

As our new name indicates, we are all about 
exceeding expectations to enrich your guests’ 
experience. We know how to solve the 
challenges you face. Our promise is simple:

Service you can count on 

Quality products

One-Stop Shop 

Deep inventory

IN TOUCH WITH HOW YOUR RESIDENTS FEEL
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One-Stop Shop of Quality Products
With the combined industry expertise of the heritage companies, 1Concier will continue to deliver superior quality products, a wide selection with vast inventory, and value no
one can match.

Next Level Consultative Service
Using our consultative approach we’ll guide you through available product options or design custom solutions specific to your needs.

Entrepreneurial Agility
We are experts with decades long experience who lead with entrepreneurial nimbleness and accessibility

to exceed expectations and redefine high touch. For more information, visit 1Concier.com

Why Us?
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Quality
Table Linens
With over 180 years of excellence,
Riegel Linen has a history of being
a leading provider of quality textiles in the
Hospitality and Healthcare Linen Rental
industries. As makers of high
quality and durable table linen products, the
company’s storied commitment
to service and customer satisfaction
solidified its position as the leader in the
market.

Our
Healthcare  
Division
Comprised of 1Concier and One by 
1Concier, the company is a leading 
manufacturer and distributor of 
institutional linens, case goods, and 
apparel to long-term care facilities and 
healthcare industries. We have
been providing continuous value, 
service, and quality to an array of 
customers throughout the world for 
over 48 years.

1Concier provides unmatched selection, quality and 
value in the  Hospitality space.  With extensive 
inventory, and strategically placed distribution centers, 
our expertise lies in convenient One-Stop Shopping 
along with fast and reliable delivery. Our services are 
always one step ahead. Whether it’s a design 
consultation or access to Always-In-Stock products, 
you are in the best hands with us. It’s why our 
products are found in leading hotels, resorts, spas, 
cruise ships, and country clubs around the world.

For more information, visit 1Concier.com

Leaders in 
Hospitality
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LET US

1

2

Create an attractive, comfortable, healing 
environment for residents, visitors, and staff with 
elements from bedding and curtains to resident 
clothing, that all work together as one elegant 
ensemble. Working with the colors and patterns 
of your choice, 1Concier will craft quality,
innovative products that meet the demands of a 
healthcare environment. Result: an image that 
expresses your facility’s unique quality without
saying a word.

CHOOSE YOUR 
COLLECTION OF  
COORDINATED 
COLORS AND 
PATTERNS

CHOOSE YOUR
PRODUCTS, AND 
THE COLOR OR 
PATTERN FOR
EACH.
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DESIGN A ROOM

WE’LL DO THE REST!

Refresh
AND RENOVATE A ROOM JUST FOR YOU

FOR MORE 
OPTIONS

CALL OR VISIT 

1CONCIER.COM

WINDOW 
TREATMENTS

BEDSPREADS

TOWELS

ROBES

SHEETS/PILLOW SETS

CUBICLE  
CURTAIN

GOWNS 5



One-Stop Shop for 
the Complete 
Guestroom 
Environment
Begin with the bed – a vital  element of  the 
guest experience. Opt for deluxe layers of 
sheets, blankets, toppers, duvets  and  pillows, 
or more economical options which are still a cut 
above the ordinary. Accessorize with elegantly 
coordinated window treatments, alarm clocks, 
coffee makers, and other comforts of home.

Custom Room 
Design
W E’LL CREATE AN ENTIRE

GUEST SUITE JUST FOR YOU

Impress your guests with a room that’s like no 
other in the world. Not only are the bed, bath, 
and window treatments beautifully coordinated 
with the fabrics and colors you choose, but they 
can also be custom-made and embroidered to 
your exact specifications.

Guest Room

For more information, visit 1Concier.com

All of 1Concier’s “made to order” cubicle curtains 
meet both NFPA 701 and California Fire Marshall Title 
19 test methods. Available with or without regulation 
approved mesh in white or beige. Other colors 
available on special orders.

N o t all cubic le  curta ins are made the  same – fabric choice is on ly  half 
the product. Proper construction tru ly ensures long life and the qua lity  
fin ished produc t you desire. No one can o ffe r you a be tte r product.

• 100% polyester mesh

• Triple fo lded with  
lock stitching

• Nickel plated rust p roo f 
grommets

• Felled panel seams give 
a finished appearance 
on bo th sides o f
the curtain

• Doub le need le st itching   
o f mesh & fabric create 
a crisp, clean, fin ished 
appearance

• Side & b o t to m  hems 
feature double fo lded 
“ I " lock

• Stitched dual needle 
construction

• Permanent stiffener 
in side hems o f mesh 
provides a sharp, 
clean appearance

CUBICLE

C U B I C L E C U R T A I N S

Curtains made to order

MANY OTHER STYLES,
FABRICS, AND COLORS 

AVAILABLE.

Call for details and ask 
for a FREE swatch card.

GOLDEN

BEECH SHADOW TAUPE CEMENT CHELSEA GRAY

CREAM LINK BARCELONAKILIMSILVERMIST

MEDIUM BLUE
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Rest Assured:  Quality 
and Elegance
Patients will love the look and feel of their bedding.
Only you will know that our bedding also has the inherent longevity and
durability for a long-term care setting.

TERRY
Superior softness, absorbency, and
durability with our extensive terry 
collections. Many great styles to 
choose from, you’re sure to find 
just what you’re looking for.

PILLOWS
Residents will love their comfort,
support, and breathability. You’ll 
choose our healthcare approved
styles for their non-allergenic, anti-
microbial, waterproof, stain
resistant, fire retardant, and 
disinfectant wipeable properties.

BLANKETS & BEDSPREADS
Set a tone of elegance and luxury with
top of bed designs that are as stylish 
as they are practical. Our bedspreads 
are rich in color and texture, and are
specifically designed to hold up to
institutional laundering without fading,
pilling, or snagging.

For more information, visit 1Concier.com

LINEN
When your residents experience the
smooth, soft comfort of our sheets, they’ll 
definitely say the rest was easy. Our styles 
offer a variety of unique advantages, such 
as extra long lengths, extra deep 
pockets, wrinkle and stain resistance, and 
a choice of hem depths. 

Terry & 
Bedding
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Incontinence
Care

For more information, visit 1Concier.com

DRY IQ SHIELD

DRY IQ SHIELD’ is the newest, most efficient incontinent pad available on the market. 
Leaving the resident feeling dryer and with less skin shearing than with traditional pads.

Bonded construction eliminates bunching of the barrier, preventing pressure points.

Protecting bedding and mattresses is 
only half the story with our 
incontinence products. Every underpad
is also engineered to keep the resident
comfortable with features like quick dry 
technology and superior construction.

Call your sales representative or visit 
1Concier.com for more information on
incontinence care products.

v Dry touch technology superior wicking

v Stain release
v Reduces skin shearing 8



PLUSH BLANKET COLLECTION

Our new cozy PLUSH Blanket adds a touch of richness that your 
residents will love. PLUSH will wrap you in warmth while 
complementing the look of the room with a soft PLUSH feel coupled 
with a luxurious silky texture.

Coordinate your room with 
the home-style design 
sensibility and modern 
patterns and colors.

Featuring all new gowns, 
clothing protectors, 
microfiber sheets, terry, 
blankets and coverlets, ONE 
by 1Concier is the fresh  
dignified look your residents 
will love.
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Our new gowns coordinate function and comfort, as well as,
patterns and colors for a look residents are sure to appreciate.

They are durable, economic with overlapping side and neck ties and 
soft scoop-neck for modesty

LATTICEDREAMBLUE

LATTICE BLUE

JUNIPERSKYBLUE

LATTICESEAFOAM

TILESEAFOAM

CREST - IV POCKET

Dozens of stylish colors and  patterns add flair to 
meal times, while  functionalities like high 
absorbency and  waterproof backings keep both 
wearer and  caregiver happy. Choose from self-
tie,  Velcro-secured and tuck-in napkins.

PATIENT APPAREL

Patient Apparel & 
Clothing Protectors

CLOTHING PROTECTORS
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Committed to high quality and exceptional service,
Riegel Linen by 1Concier produces fine table linens for
the hospitality and linen rental markets. Offerings include 
napkins, tablecloths, placemats, skirting, aprons, and

specialty linens. Our products are engineered to thrive in
commercial laundering environments, giving our customers 
great quality and value. Since 1838, our rich heritage and 
roots in manufacturing ensures that we are able to produce 
products of the highest standard in a timely fashion.

Cut from a 
Different Cloth

For more information, visit 1Concier.com11



For more information, visit 1Concier.com

colorGUARD technology
TM

PROTECT THE LIFE OF YOUR LINEN

Table Linen degradation is an ongoing issue in the
Hospitality and the Linen Supply Industry. Whites don’t 
stay white, and the colors Ivory and Sandalwood can 
be unstable due to sensitivity to residual bleach when
ironed. To prevent these problems, we’ve developed a 
proprietary application that makes it impossible for the
color to get washed down. This process, which we refer 
to as colorGUARD™ technology, extends the life cycle 
of the textile and ensures a color-rich product from the
first wash to the last. Get in touch with us today and a 
representative can demonstrate this process and the

industry leading results.
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PREMIER
The ultimate in spun polyester,
our Premier selection satisfies
customers with its cotton-
like softness and top quality
construction.

BEAUTI-DAMASK
Elegant and unique, our cotton poly 
blend Beauti-Damask range comes 
in various detailing options such as 
Pique Border, Baroque, Grape, and 
Rose.

PERMALUX
The traditional mainstay for a
complete range of quality linens, 
our cotton poly blend Permalux 
selection has attractive pricing,
long lasting durability, and an 
expanding color selection with 
washable convenience.

BISTRO
Tested and perfected for the 
absolute best performance of any 
stripe bistro napkin available, our 
Bistro napkins are a bold way to 
add a touch of style to any dining 
experience. Available in 100% 
cotton and 100% spun poly.

For more information, visit 1Concier.com

Table Linen 
Essential Collections
Our luxurious collections of quality table linens are made of 
cotton blend and 100% spun polyester.
Contact us today to help you choose the right collection for you.
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Sustainability
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

1Concier offers several polyester and polyester blend products, which have an additional 
advantage - longer life; with fewer replacements needed, the environmental damages 
caused by manufacturing, shipping and disposing in landfills are significantly reduced. 

To make both guest and host happy, a polyester blend yarn can make up the ground fabric 
while 100% cotton loops are the only thing users feel. An example of this is our Dry IQ towel:

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT CARE 

At 1Concier, most of our manufacturers hold environmental management certificates 
— such as ISO14001 — which guarantee their adherence to sustainability principles 
such as:

v Protecting groundwater reserves through recycling and removing chemicals 
before water is released back into the environment.

v Reducing energy consumption with heat recycling, renewable energy sources 
and eco-friendly temperature control

v Eliminating plastic waste by packaging products in bio-degradable polybags

The combined effects on the environment by our manufacturers are significant:

v 8 million gallons of water treated per day before release into the environment

v 62 million gallons of water recycled per year

v Greenhouse gas emissions reduced by more than 8,000 tons per year

v More than 14 acres of new forest planted every year

SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING 

1Concier offers towels that incorporate rayon made of bamboo, popular for their silky hand 

and outstanding durability:  Items made of bamboo offer exceptional sustainability 

benefits. Bamboo is a fast-growing natural resource which effectively replaces wood in 

everything from cutting boards to sheets, towels and furniture, thus allowing the 

preservation of timber forests. In addition, unlike nearly every other commercial crop today, it 

does not require the application of chemical pesticides, herbicides or fertilizers to survive. 

Orchid Collection – Rayon from Bamboo

DRY IQ – 100% cotton loops, poly groundPoly and cotton poly sheets

Extending product life will help to reduce the amount of waste generated and optimize your 
purchasing budget. By extending product life, a hotel will help decrease environmental impact 
caused by manufacturing process and transportation and landfills.

How can a hotel extend life of their product? Have proper par level of product in use:

v 1 set in use in the guest room

v 1 set being processed at the laundry

v 1 set in housekeeping closets

Cotton Fabric needs to rest for 24 hours.  It helps cotton fiber to recover from laundering 
and drying and prevents fabric deterioration extending  the life of your product. 
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Always a Pleasure

CONTACT US

305 805 8085
info@1concier.com

This overview is only the beginning of our best-in-class  
array of products, services and values.

Want to know more?
Please visit 1Concier.com
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